WiLS 10% Discount on STEAM to GO! Kits

STEAM to GO by Penworthy integrates high-interest prebound books with interactive STEAM resources to develop critical thinking, problem solving, and creativity. Shop http://bit.ly/STEAMtoGO and enter WiLSSTG10% in order comments to receive your STEAM to GO! discount. Discount will be applied to your final invoice.

The Value of Working with Penworthy

1. **Personal Representative**
   - Responsive, reliable, honest, and personable - Penworthy representatives provide an unmatched level of service.

2. **Guarantee**
   - If any Penworthy Prebound Book does not meet your durability or quality expectations, we will replace it.

3. **Decision Wizard**
   - Your Penworthy Sales Rep saves you time by creating a customized selection list of titles to fit your library’s needs.

4. **Library Corners**
   - True Library Corners
     - 2 Mil Lamination
     - Rounded Spine
     - Penworthy Prebound Books withstand high circulation without the need for repair or replacement.

5. **Get Rewarded**
   - 1 Spent $1 = 1 Point
   - 100% Satisfaction Guarantee

6. **Shipping Cataloging Processing**
   - We Ship Complete
     - 99% Fulfillment
     - 99% In Stock
     - With NO titles back-ordered

Dedicated to helping libraries build collections that circulate and endure

www.penworthy.com | 800-262-2665 (customer service) | 414-287-4602 (fax)